LIST OF SCHOOLS

1. AKSHARA PUBLIC SCHOOL KAKINADA
2. ASHRAM PUBLIC SCHOOL KAKINADA
3. SUBHANIKETAN SCHOOL KAKINADA
4. BHASHYAM PUBLIC SCHOOL KAKINADA
5. NEW CENTURY PUBLIC SCHOOL KAKINADA
6. ST. MARY’S MODEL SCHOOL KAKINADA
7. SARPAVARAM MUNICIPAL HIGH SCHOOL KAKINADA
8. Z.P.T.C. SCHOOL, SARPAVARAM KAKINADA
9. MACCAYLN HIGH SCHOOL KAKINADA
10. SAMA’S PUBLIC SCHOOL KAKINADA
11. Z.P. HIGH SCHOOL, MUNICIPAL SCHOOL RAJAhMUNDRY
12. SHADEY GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL RAJAhMUNDRY
13. BHARATH EVANGENICAL MEMORIAL SCHOOL RAJAhMUNDRY
14. LUTHERAN HIGH SCHOOL RAJAhMUNDRY
15. ST. PETER’S SCHOOL RAJAhMUNDRY
16. TRIPS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL RAJAhMUNDRY
17. JASSEMIER SCHOOL RAJAhMUNDRY
18. HOLY ANGELS CONVENT RAJAhMUNDRY
19. MINARWA HIGH SCHOOL PITHAPURAM
20. NEW BHATATH PUBLIC SCHOOL PITHAPURAM
21. RAJA GARU’S PUBLIC SCHOOL RAMACHANDRA PURAM
22. NAVEDITHA SCHOOL RAMACHANDRA PURAM
23. MONTESSORRI PUBLIC SCHOOL RAMACHANDRA PURAM
24. KRANTHI PUBLIC SCHOOL RAMACHANDRA PURAM
25. M.S.N. PUBLIC SCHOOL AMALAPURAM
26. MORNING GLORY CONVENT AMALAPURAM
27. SUNSHINE PUBLIC SCHOOL AMALAPURAM
28. ELLYM HIGH SCHOOL AMALAPURAM
29. Z.P.T.C. SCHOOL SAMALKOT
30. RAVITEJA PUBLIC SCHOOL SAMALKOT
31. NEHA’S CONVENT THIMMAPURAM
32. MOHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL KORANGI
33. NARAYANA CONCEPT SCHOOL KORANGI
34. PDYAH SCHOOL KOTANADHURU
35. SATYA PUBLIC SCHOOL SARPARAVAM
36. LITTLE FLOCK CONVENT MANDAPETA
37. TAGAORE CONVENT MANDAPETA
38. Z.P. HIGH SCHOOL RAJANAGARAM
39. RAVI PUBLIC SCHOOL RAJANAGARAM
40. MUNICIPAL HIGH SCHOOL PEDAPURAM